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STEPHEN E. HARRIS, FELLOW, WEE, AND JONATHAN C. WHITE 

Abstract-This  paper  studies  the  dynamics of (dipole-dipole) laser 
induced collision processes. Coupled equations are  numerically inte- 
gated,  first over time,  and  then over impact parameter. Transition 
probability  and collision cross  section  are given as a function  of the 
detuning  from  the R = m frequency of the separated atoms,  and  of  the 
incident laser power density.  Numerical  results  are compared  with 
approximate  formulae  for collision cross section at line center  and  in 
the wing. 

I 
INTRODUCTION 

F the energy defect AE between the initial and final  states 
of two colliding atoms is  large with respect to kT, then  the 
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cross section  for inelastic collision will be quite small. This 
paper considers processes where one  or  more  photons are 
utilized to satisfy this energy defect. 

If the  photon (or  photons) is supplied by  an  incident  laser, 
the process may be considered as a “switched” collision. 
Without the laser radiation  present, the collision cross section 
is very small (perhaps cm’)).  With the laser  beam 
present, the collision cross section rises, with a rise time  equal 
to  that  of  the laser, to  a value  as  large  as cm2 . 

Alternately, a photon may be emitted  (spontaneously  or 
stimulated) as the  two  atoms collide. Such radiative colli- 
sions allow the construction of  lasers with a center  frequency 
equal to  the difference of  the energy levels of two  different 
species. 

Following theoretical  predictions  by  Gudzenko  and Yakov- 
lenko [ 11 , and  somewhat  later  by Harris and Lidow [2] , 
the first experimental observations of this process have 
recently been reported [3], [4], The  experiments  of [3] 
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involved storage in  the Sr(5p'P) resonance level and transfer 
to selected  states  of Ca. Those  of [4] involved storage in Eu 
and transfer to  the 5p2 ID2 level of  Sr.  Both  experiments 
confirmed  the  key  prediction, that for  dipole-dipole collisions, 
the collision cross section  should  maximize  when  the  incident 
laser is tuned to the  interatomic  frequency  of  the infinitely 
separated  atoms. 

Fig. 1 shows an  energy-level  diagram for  a  prototype colli- 
sion  system. We assume storage in level I a2 ) of atom A .  As 
atoms A and B approach  each  other,  they  undergo  what  may 
be termed  a virtual collision, in which  atom A is de-excited 
and  atom B excited.  The process  is completed  by  absorption 
of the  photon of  energy4iw.  The virtual collisional excitation 
occurs in the same sense  as does that caused by  the first pho- 
ton of  a  two-photon  absorption;  or  by  the  incident  photon 
which results in Rayleigh scattering. 

A goal of this paper is to  study  the dependence  of collision 
cross section on  the detuning 6w (Fig. 1) from the energy dif- 
ference of the energy levels 1 b3 ) and I a2 ) of  the infinitely 
separated  atoms.  This is accomplished  by  numerically inte- 
grating  the  pertinent  coupled  equations over time, and  then 
over impact  parameter.  Results are given for  both  the  low and 
high  electromagnetic field cases, and in the  low field case  are 
compared  with  approximate  formulae. 

Other studies of  the  lineshape  of laser induced collision 
processes  have been given by Lisitsa and  Yakovlenko [5] , 
Gallagher and  Holstein [6] , and  by  Payne et al. [ 7 ] .  Differ- 
ent aspects  of the laser collision problem have been  treated 
by  many  authors [8] - [ 181 . 

EQUATION  DEVELOPMENT 
We start  by expanding the wave function in a basis set of 

product  eigenfunctions  of the infinitely separated  atoms: 
3 

9 = cn(t> I p n  ) ~ X P  ( - Z n  t/W. (1) 
n = l  

We retain only the  three  product  states I pl) = la2)  I b l ) ,  
I ~ 2 ) = l a l )  Ibz), and Ipg)= la l ) lb3) .  The En in (1) are 
therefore  the  sum  energies  of  the  pertinent  states of the  in- 
finitely separated  atoms,  and are not  functions of position  or 
time.  For  example, El is the sum  of the energies of  states 

We assume the  coordinate  system  shown  in Fig. 2 ,  where 
atom B is fixed  and atom A moves in  a straight line with 
velocity V along the  z axis. The relative distance  of  the  two 
atoms, as a  function  of  time, is R 2( t )  = p2 + V 2  t 2 ,  where the 
quantity p is termed as the  impact  parameter. We assume that 
the  incident laser beam  has  frequency w and is polarized  along 
the y axis, i.e., E ( t )  = Ea?y cos ut. The classical interaction 
Hamiltonian  may  then be written 

Ia2)and Ibl). 

H(t )  = -eyAE cos ut - ey,E cos at 

22; Zi). 

The  coordinates X A  , x B ,  x h  , x i ,  etc.,  denote  the position  of 
each  electron  with  respect to  its nucleus.  The  unprimed sys- 
tem is  fured in space (Fig. 2), while in the  primed  system,  the 

S- I ot> s- Ibl> 

ATOM A ATOM B 

Fig. 1 .  Prototype system for a  laser-induced  collision.  Energy is stored 
in the I a2) state of atom A and  tlansferred to  the I b3) state of atom 
B by means  of laser radiation at  frequency w.  The  detuning of w 
from  the energy  difference of the energies of levels I b 3 )  and I a2) of 
the infinitely  separated atoms is denoted  by 6w. 

ATOM B 

Fig. 2. Coordinate system for analysis. Atom A moves with velocity V 
along the z axis. The  unprimed  coordinate system is fixed  in space, 
while in the primed  system the z' axis points along the  internuclear 
axis and  therefore  rotates  during  the course  of the collision. 

z' axis points  along  the  interatomic axis, and  therefore  rotates 
with  respect to  the unprimed  system  during  the collision, i.e., 

x '   = x  sin 8 + z  cos 8 

z ' = z s i n e - x c o s e  

Y ' = Y  (2b) 

where  cos 8 = p/R(t) .  During  the  course  of the collision 0 
varies from -7712 to 7712. 

We now  substitute (1) into Schrodinger's equation, and 
take  matrix  elements  of  (2).  In  doing so, we make  what is 
termed as the fixed  atom  approximation.  In  a classical sense, 
this means that we assume that  the  orientation  of  the  dipole 
moment  of  the p state  atom is random  with  regard to  the s 
state  atom;  and  that this orientation  remains  unchanged  during 
the  course  of  a collision. Quantum  mechanically  (Appendix), 
this is carried out by assuming that  occupation  of  each  of  the 
three  degenerate m states is equally  probable,  and  separately 
computing  and averaging their contributions. 

We thereby  obtain  the  coupled  equations 

A 1  B1 ' I-1 c2 exp ( - jAwt )  
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-_  - !- (yB2E)* c2 exp [-i(Aw + 6w) t ]  . 
at rz 2 

The  matrix  elements  in these equations are now  those which 
are seen by linearly polarized light, i.e.: pA' (a2 I ZA I al>,  
pE' = ( b l  I zE I b2 >, and p E 2  f ( b2 1 y B  I b3 ). The quantities 
fiAw and%6w are the separation of the initial I pl) = ( I a2 > I bl >) 
and intermediate I p2 > = ( I  a l )  I b2 >) product states  and the de- 
tuning from  the final state (Fig. l). 

If  Am is large compared to the relative rate of change of 
c l ,  c3 ,  and l/R 3(t) ,  then  (3b) may be integrated  and  substi- 
tuted  into  (3a) and (3c). We obtain 

+ -  i [ 2 p E 2 E  pA'pB1] 
+i fi 2%Aw R3(t)  

c3 exp (+jSwt) ( 4 4  

A1 E1 8 
+ -  - ~ [ fi (2AAw ) R 3   ( t )  

p B 2 E  * (' ]cl exp (-itjut). (4b) 

The first term  in (4a) is recognized as the van der Waals shift 
of the  product  state I pl), caused by  the presence of I p2 ); 
while the first term  in (4b) is the ac Stark shift of the  product 
state I p3 >. 

We now define the quantities 

and change variables according to 

Equations  (4a)  and (4b)  then become 

(7b) 
Note that  both C3 and B depend on  the strength of the ap- 
plied laser field. 

The problem has thus been reduced to  a two-state problem 
having an effective interaction Hamiltonian and energy levels, 
both of which are functions of the internuclear spacing R. By 
varying the strength of the electromagnetic field, the magni- 
tude of the interaction Hamiltonian is varied. By varying the 
frequency of the electromagnetic  field, in effect, a curve 
crossing is created at arbitrary R.  

To  the  extent  that no other atomic  states are pertinent to 
the  problem, then  the only  approximation which has been 
made in (7) is that Aw be large compared to the inverse time 
of a collision and to the rate of change of al  and a 3 .  To the 
extent  that  other states are pertinent  and  shift the energies of 
either I pl) or I p3 >, their contribution may be taken  into 
account by using a  corrected relative c6. Equations  (7a)  and 
(7b) were first given by Gudzenko  and Yakovlenko [l] and 
were arrived at  by first using stationary  perturbation theory 
at fixed R ,  and  then applying the electromagnetic field. The 
approximation  with regard to Aw is thus implicit, but is the 
same  as that which we  have made here. Fig. 3 shows the 
laser collision process in the  two-state, or quasi-molecular 
viewpoint. 

The calculated values  of the quantities that appear in (7)  for 
the recent experiment [3] 

Sr (5p '~ ' )  + Ca(4s2 ' S )  +&w(4977 A) 
= sr(5s2 ' S )  + Ca(4p2 ' S )  (8) 

are C6/& = -4.2 X lo7 cm-' A 6 ;  that is, the relative energy 
shift is -42 cm-' when the atoms are separated by a distance 
of 10 8.' The Stark shift quantity B/fi may be expressed as 
B/A = 5.5 X lo-'' cm-' (Pia) (W/cm2); thus  at  an applied 
power density of P/A = lo1' W/cm2, B/& = 5.5 cm-' . The 
interaction constant C3/& = 1.6 X lo-' cm-' A3 (P/A)'12, 
with  P/A again in  units of  W/cm2. 

COLLISION TRANSITION  PROBABILITY 
The procedure of the numerical analysis is to assume a linear 

trajectory 

R ( t )  = ( p 2  + V2t2)1/2 (9) 

and, subject to  the boundary  condition lal(t  = --) l 2  = 1 and 
la3(t = --) l 2  = 0, to use a fourth-order Runge-Kutta algo- 
rithm to integrate (7) from t = -- to t = +-. The  probability 
of inelastic collision for  a particular p and V is I a3 ( p ,  V ,  t = 
-) 1 2 .  The velocity averaged cross section is then 

'The  total c6 is that of (5b) which gives the  shift of I P I )  [C, (~) / f i  = 
4.9 x lo7 cm-' A 6 ]  minus  a contribution  for  the  shift of 1 ~ 3 ) .  This 
latter  contribution [c6(2)/+i = 9.1 X lo7 cm-l A ~ ]  arises predomi- 
nantly  from  the  interaction  with  the Sr(6p1Po) and Sr(5p'P') levels. 
Thus c6 = c6(1) - C(j(2) is negative. 
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I 8, , I I I I I 

R 

Fig. 3. Laser collision  process in the quasi-molecular viewpoint. In the 
quasi-molecular  viewpoint, the energies of the  initial  and final states 
depend on  the  internuclear  separation R ,  and  the collision is viewed 
as  a photon-induced  transition. 

IMPACT PARAMETER p (8) 
Fig. 4. Collision transition  probability as a function of impact param- 

eter p for the Sr-Ca system of (8). The laser is assumed to  be  tuned 
to line  center (6w = 0), and  to have a  power density of P/A = 5 X 
lo5 W/cm2. Dotted  line shows the  position of the relative Weisskopf 
radius p 0. 

where 

and  the average velocity v = (8kT/711.1)~/~, where 1.1 is the re- 
duced mass. 

Fig. 4 shows  the collision transition  probability I a3( t  = w) 1' 
as a  function  of  the  impact  parameter p for  the laser tuned  to 
exactly the frequency  of the energy  defect (6w = 0). The 
transition  probability rises  as l/p4 and  reaches  a  maximum in 
the vicinity of  the relative  Weisskopf radius po , defined as 

For  impact  parameters less than p o ,  the  transition  probability 
oscillates with  decreasing p.  For the Sr-Ca system  discussed 

IMPACT PARAMETER p (8) 
Fig. 5. Collision transition  probability as  a function of impact param- 

eter p ,  with  the laser detuned by -20 cm-'. The  other  conditions 
are the same as  those of Fig. 4. 

above, c6 = -4.2 X 10' cm-' A6,  I/= 9.6 X io4 cm/s,  and 
po = 12.5 A. 

It is important  to  note  that  about 70 percent  of the  con- 
tribution to  the cross section (IO) occurs for  impact  param- 
eters greater than po . This  long-range  nature  of the  interaction 
allows us to make  computations  without  knowing  the  inter- 
atomic  potentials  at small R ;  for  example, spin-spin interaction 
need not be  considered. 

Fig. 5 shows  the collision transition  probability as a  function 
of p for  a  detuning  from line center  of 6w = -20 cm-' . This 
detuning  has a sign such that  there is an effective curve cross- 
ing at some R,, i.e., at  some R, the argument  of the  exponent 
in (7) equals  zero at t such that R(t) = R,. As per the Landau- 
Zener  theory  of curve  crossing collisions, the  transition  prob- 
ability is only large for p < R, . At  a given impact  parameter 
a3(t) accumulates  during  each  of  the two  times  that  the cross- 
ing distance is neared.  The oscillation of I a3(t  = +=) 1' results 
from  the  adding  and  subtracting  of the phased  contributions 
at each  of the  two crossings. 

Note that in the  detuned case that significantly more  of the 
contribution to  the  total collision cross section  occurs at small 
impact  parameter than in the  on-line-center case, and  thus 
knowledge  of the close-in interaction  potential is of cor- 
respondingly  more  importance.  For the Sr-Ca  example R, = 
(c6/&6w)''6 = 11.3 A, for 6w = -20 cm-' 

COLLISION CROSS SECTION AND LINESHAPE 
The  velocity-averaged collision cross section is obtained  by 

numerically  integrating  the  transition  probability, as  per (10). 
The  on-line-center (6w = 0), thermal  velocity (T = 300 K), 
collision cross section, as a  function  of laser power  density, is 
shown in Fig. 6 for  the  Sr-Ca  example  of (8) .  

The  coyision cross section rises linearly with  power  density 
to a value of about  cm2  at  P/A = lo9 W/cm', and  then 
begins to  saturate. The  power  density at which  the  saturated 
or  "strong field" regime  begins  is approximately  that  at which 
the  transition  probability is equal to  unity  at an impact 
parameter  equal to P O .  In Fig. 6 we  have taken  the  Stark shift 
constant B = 0, thus assuming that  the calculated Stark  shift 
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I 0 4 7 l /  I I I 1 1 

lo5 lo6 10' lo8 109 IOIO 10" 

LASER POWER  DENSITY PIA ( W / c m 2 )  

Fig. 6 .  Collision cross  section versus laser power density. Incident 
laser is assumed tuned  to  line  center.  Constants used are those of the 
SI-Ca example of (8). 

4 I I I I I 

A 1 

-25 -20 -15 -10 - 5  
O 0  

DETUNING SW (cm-1) FROM A,.,: 4976.8 A 

Fig. 8. Cross section versus detuning at  high field strength (PjA = 10'O 
W/cm2). Ratio of  peak to wing cross  section is greater than  that  at 
lower laser power density. 

6 -  I I , I I 
and occurs as a result of the l /R3 interaction energy which is 
linear in  the applied electric field strength  dominating over the 

5 -  1/R6 energy. 

4 -  APPROXIMATE FORMULAE - We now give approximate formulae for  the  on-line-center 
and wing cross sections. The on-line-center  formula is ob- 
tained by neglecting depletion of  the ground state [taking 
al ( t )  = 11 , neglecting the exponential portion  of (7b), assum- 
ing that  the velocity of  all atoms equals f7, and integrating 

//-- (10) from p o  to 00. We thereby assume that all collisions with 
0 I I I I I impact  parameter p > po experience no dephasing, while all 
-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5- 10 

DETUNING 8w(crn- l )  FROM A~.m=4976.8 A collisions with p < p o  make no  contribution  to u,. This yields 

Fig. 7. Collision cross section versus detuning  from line center. Param- 
eters are those of the Sr-Ca experiment and the assumed  laser power 
density is 5 X lo5 W/cm2.  Dotted line  shows the  approximate col- 
lision cross section  as given by (14). 

can be tracked.  (For  the Sr-Ca example, the  Stark shift is 
calculated as 0.5 cm-'  at ?/A = lo9 W/cm2, and varies linearly 
with power density.) 

The calculated collision cross section as a function of the 
detuning 6~ from tbe R = 00 frequency is shawn in Fig. 7. 
The parameters are those of the Sr-Ca experiment,  and  the 
assumed laser power density is 5 X 10' W/cm2. The cross 
section maximizes at  the R = 00 frequency. On the blue side 
where there is no effective curve crossing, the falloff is quite 
abrupt. The finite cross section  on the blue side results from 
transitions caused by the relative motion of the  atoms, accord- 
ing to Massey's adiabatic criteria, On the red side, the falloff 
is much more gradqgl and corresponds to  the Landau-Zener 
or curve crossing regipe of collision theory. Collision cross 
sections (as a function  of detuning) of the form of Fig. 7 have 
also been calculated by Gallagher and Holstein [6] , and Payne 
et al. [7] . 

Fig. 8 shows u, as a  function of the detuning 60 at a  much 
higher field strength (PIA = 10" W/cm2). A significant 
Stark shift is now  present; and, of more importance,  the ratio 
of the peak cross section to that of the wing cross section is 
increased by about a  factor of 2. This line narrowing in the 
high field limit was predicted by Lisitsa and Yakovlenko [ 5 ]  

where C3 and (26 are defined in (5). For  constants of the Sr- 
Ca example, (1 2)  yields u, = 8.4 X (P/A) cm2, with 
P/A in  W/cm2. This value is a factor  of 1.4 smaller than  that 
obtained numerically (Fig. 6). 

An approximate formula for  application  in the wing is 
obtained by assuming that at  each of  the  two curve  crossings 
a cumulative interaction occurs for a time At such that 

or 

This leads to  

where the curve crossing distance R, = (Cg/%c~))~/~. For the 
previous constants and 60 = -20 cm-' , we  have R, = 1 1.3 a, 
At = 5.7 X s, and u, = 1.2 X (P/A) cm2. This is a 
factor of 2 smaller than  that obtained numerically. u, from 
(14) is shown as the  dotted line in Fig. 7. Equation  (14) 
thus gives the correct  asymptotic dependence and remains 
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I I I I I I I I 
-20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 IO 15 

DETUNING 8w (cm-1) FROM kR,,=4976.8 i 

Fig. 9. Experimental lineshape for  the Sr-Ca experiment of (8)  and 
[ 31 . Energy was stored  in  the  Sr(5p1po) level and  transferred to the 
Ca(4p2 'S) level. Energy  difference of the  initial  and  final  states  of 
the infinitely  separated atoms is AR=- = 4976.8 A. 

valid until R ,  becomes sufficiently large that At of  (13) begins 
to approach  the  impact  time npo/V. 

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 
Fig. 9 shows the experimentally  obtained  lineshape  for the 

Sr-Ca  process  of [3]  and (8). The  lineshape  includes the 
contribution  of  the -2 cm-' linewidth  of  the 4977 a laser. 

To within  experimental  accuracy, both  the measured  and 
calculated (Fig. 7) lineshapes  peak at  the R = ~0 frequency  of 
the  separated  atoms.  And, as expected,  they  both skew to- 
ward the  red.  The  experimental curve  is broader than  ex- 
pected  and falls off too rapidly in  the red wing. Numerical 
trials indicate  that  this  more  rapid  fall-off is probably not 
due to an incorrect  calculation  of C 6 .  The  discrepancy  may  be 
due to  the close-in interaction  potentials differing significantly 
from  their  long-range  form. 

Fig. 10 shows the  experimental results of  the  Cahuzac  and 
Toschek Eu-Sr experiment  of [4]. The  experiment again 
verifies the  expected R = m peak,  and  shows  a characteristic 
skewing much like that of Fig. 7. 

DISCUSSION 
An interesting  feature  of  the  dipole-dipole laser induced 

collision process  is the occurrence of the  peak cross section at 
the R = m frequency  of the separated  atoms.  From the 
quasi-molecular  viewpoint  of Fig. 3, one  might at first expect 
the  interaction to be styongest  when the  atoms are close to- 
gether,  and  perhaps to have a  linewidth  which is much  broader 
than  that  obtained theoretically or experimentally.  The R = m 
peak  may  be  explained  by  noting that  though  the square  of 
the  dipole-dipole  interaction  energy varies  as 1/R:, that  this 
is offset by an increase of the square of the effective inter- 
action  time  (13) as R: . An additional R i  dependence  enters 

--%.A/- 
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Fig. 10. Experimental lineshape  of the  Cahuzac  and  Toschek experi- 
ment of [4 ] .  Energy was stored  in  the 6s6py8P,,2 level of Eu and 
transferred to  the 5 p 2  'D2 level of SI. Lower trace  shows  the noise 
level in  the absence  of the laser pump. 

when integrating over impact  parameter,  leading to a  net cross 
section  which varies as R: in the wing (14). On this basis, we 
expect  the R = 00 peak to  occur for dipole-dipole  and dipole- 
quadrapole  processes.  For  quadrapole-quadrapole, spin- 
exchange,  charge-exchange,  and  free-bound  processes,  a  peak 
at  the R = m frequency is not  expected. 

Finally, we note  that  the  form of the lineshapes  obtained 
here also applies to  other  types of  dipole-dipole laser collisional 
processes.  These include multiphoton processes, where several 
photons are absorbed  before  or after the virtual collision, 
Raman  processes,  and radiative collision lasers. In the  latter 
case, lineshapes similar to those  calculated  should  be  observable 
via spontaneous  emission. 

APPENDIX 
EVALUATION OF ORIENTATIONALLY 

AVERAGED  INTERACTION  HAMILTONIAN 
We wish to find  the orientationally averaged matrix  elements 

of the dipole-dipole  portion  of the  interaction  Hamiltonian 
(2). We examine the case of s-p transitions,  and assume that 
the initial orientation  of  the colliding atoms is random,  and 
is maintained  throughout  the collision (the  fixed atom 
approximation). 

From  the  geometry  of Fig. 2 we first have 

and 

We now assume that each  of the  three  degenerate ni states 
(of  the p state  atom) have equd probability  of  occupancy, 
separately  compute  their conti-ibution to  the cross section, 
and average the result. For  the m = 0 state we  have 
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where pA1 and pB1 are the  matrix  elements, as seen by linearly 
polarized light of atoms A and B. Equation  (A2) follows by 
substituting  (2b) into (2a) and using (s I x I p ,  m = 0)  = (s I y I p ,  
m = O ) = O , a n d ( s ( z I p , m = O ) = l / ~ .  

Proceeding as above, we  also find 

We obtain  the effective orientationally averaged interaction 
Hamiltonian  by dividing each  of  the m state  contributions  by 
the  trajectory integral [(Alc)] , squaring  each term, averaging 
the sum  of  squares, and taking  the  square root.  The result is 

Since the collision cross section is proportional to  the square 
of the  interaction  Hamiltonian, we square  before averaging. 

We note  that  the assumption that  the  orientation of the 
atoms remains fixed during the collision is probably not cor- 
rect at high field strengths. In  the  extreme of the  rotating 
atom  approximation,  the effective interaction  Hamiltonian is 

An exact  treatment  must  explicitly retain the  time dependence 
of the individual m states. 
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